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Introduction
For this sub-action, GIS heat maps were created in order to identify the distribution of
lionfish and high-risk areas around Cyprus, but also in the whole of the Mediterranean. By
identifying high risk areas we can concentrate removal efforts in those areas taking also into
account other conservation-related factors, like Marine Protected Areas (MPA), in order to
have the biggest possible impact in terms of lionfish removals and mitigate the lionfish
invasion impacts on vulnerable and priority ecosystems. These can also be used in other
RELIONMED actions, including the development of a risk analysis and the development of
an effective communication and awareness campaign both in Cyprus and the Mediterranean at
large.

Methods
The production of heatmaps are based on individual lionfish sightings that were found
in social media platforms, research articles (Bariche et al. 2013; Crocetta et al. 2013; Turan et
al. 2014; Oray et al. 2015; Turan and Öztürk, 2015; Dailianis et al. 2016; Kletou et al. 2016;
Ali et al. 2017; Azzuro and Bariche, 2017; Azzuro et al. 2017; Özbek et al. 2017; Stern et al
2018) and activities of the RELIONMED project, and encompass the period from October
2012 to July 2018. All collected information for each sighting were saved in an ASCII format
file converted to point shapefile for further investigation. The KERNEL density estimation
(KDE) algorithm was used as a spatial analysis method to represent the spatial distribution of
lionfish over the Mediterranean Sea. More specifically, a magnitude per unit area from the
sight points was calculated in order to fit a smoothly tapered surface (raster format) to each
point. The search radius within which to calculate density was 15 km based on the input
dataset. The KDE technique has been shown to have advantages over other methods of
aggregating point data, such as spatial clustering, choropleth mapping, and quadrat mapping
(Yu and Ai, 2014).
For the visualization of oceanographic parameters such as sea surface temperature
(SST) and surface currents (speed and direction), satellite derived data were used. More
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specifically, annual mean SST was derived from monthly MODIS/Aqua satellite data (link to
source: NASA Ocean Color web servers). These SST products provide per-pixel temperature
in a sequence of swath-based to grid-based global products (spatial resolution 4630 m). The
geo-database consists of a 5-year period (2013-2017, 60 images) of SST data in Network
Common Data Format (NetCDF). On the other hand, surface currents were composed by
hourly wave parameters in a raster format of 4166 m spatial resolution for 2017 (available
from the European Earth Observation Programme Copernicus link), using 288 satellite
images of the Mediterranean Sea in NetCDF format.
Finally, the ArcGISTM software system provided by ESRI was used for the process,
analysis, display, visualization and quality control of spatial data.

Results and Discussion
In total, 668 observations of lionfish were reported from 115 observers. 384 were made
in Cyprus, 201 in the Lebanon, 13 in Israel, 31 in south Turkey, 34 in Greece (24 in the
Dodecanese islands and 10 in Crete) and 5 in Malta/Syria/Tunisia/Italy. Table 1 summarizes
the observations and counts of the reports from major areas in Cyprus and Lebanon, where
lionfish have been shown to be in their highest densities.
Table 1. Observations and reports in major areas
Area
Cyprus
Cape Greco
Famagusta Bay
Larnaca Bay
Lebanon
Beirut

Reports

Observations

9
60
30

19
289
63

2

76

Based on the information collected and visualised on maps, we found out that the
hotspot of the lionfish in the Mediterranean is southeastern Cyprus (Figure 1). Lionfish are by
now quite abundant all around Cyprus (Figure 7), Israeli coast (Figure 10), Lebanese coast
(Figure 9), Syrian coast (Figure 8), south Turkish coast (Figures 8, 6), Dodecanese islands
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(Figure 5) and all around the island of Crete (Figure 4). In addition, lionfish have also been
sighted around the islands of Malta and Sicily, as well as the coast of Tunisia (Figure 3). The
areas identified as having the most dense populations of lionfish are Cape Greco and the Bays
of Famagusta and Larnaca (in Cyprus), as well as around Beirut (in Lebanon). However, even
though these areas are undoubtedly hot spots with high lionfish densities, at least in Cyprus
these are also areas with very high frequencies of visits by recreational divers (Figure 12 and
13). Hence, the high density of these areas compared to others could be a result of much
higher sighting/sampling effort. In the same way, it can be also assumed that the gaps
observed between sightings in areas 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 (Figure 2) do not reflect the real
abundance of lionfish as this outcome can be due to sampling bias, i.e., lack of sighting effort
in those areas.
Since the sightings and abundance of lionfish are the product of dissimilar effort (only
positive sightings are reported and included) around the island (Figure 13), caution must be
exercised when using this information in an conservation context. Integrating important
oceanographic parameters, such as SST and wave direction/speed, with the distribution of
sightings around Cyprus (Figure 11), shows that the numbers of lionfish sightings are
concentrated within the warmer areas of eastern Cyprus. Colder coastal areas and with
different circulation patterns are under-sampled. The locations with higher efforts are
locations with a predominant S-SE circulation pattern (up and downstream), at least during
2017. The oceanographic data (particularly wave direction/speed) have low spatial and
temporal resolution, reducing the confidence of any conclusion derived from the figure. These
preliminary observations are important and will assist in determining the gaps in the effort
distribution in relation to different oceanographic conditions, information that will be needed
in the forthcoming modelling for the Decision Support Tool (C4.2).
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Figure 1. Heatmap with all sightings identifying the lionfish hotspots around the
Mediterranean Sea.
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Figure 2. Heatmap that identifies the lionfish reporting density in the Mediterranean Sea
separated in eight study sub-areas.
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Figure 3. Heatmap of sub-area 1.
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Figure 4. Heatmap of sub-area 2.
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Figure 5. Heatmap of sub-area 3.
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Figure 6. Heatmap of sub-area 4.
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Figure 7. Heatmap of sub-area 5.
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Figure 8. Heatmap of sub-area 6.
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Figure 9. Heatmap of sub-area 7.
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Figure 10. Heatmap of sub-area 8.
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Figure 11. Oceanographic parameters and sightings around Cyprus.
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Figure 12. Size frequency distribution of lionfish sightings over Cyprus area.
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Figure 13. Size frequency distribution of lionfish sightings over Cyprus area.
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